**Getting Started:**
Remove the battery tab from the battery compartment of NODE. Display will read NEED SETUP. Download ThermoWorks App from the Apple App Store or Google Play Store. Open the app and follow in-app instructions to set up your NODE.

**Instrument Operation:**
All channel settings are changed through ThermoWorks App or Cloud. In Channel Settings, you can name channels, set and adjust high/low alarms, and reset Max/Min temperatures. In Settings, you can rename the device, change display units, transmission interval, temp check interval, and update Wi-Fi settings.

**SEND Button:**
Press once to change the channel that is being displayed.
Press and hold for 3 seconds until the display reads SEND DATA. This will force a transmission of the data.

**Open Circuit/Faulty Probe:**
If a probe is unplugged, NO PROBE will be displayed. If a probe is reading temperatures below its temperature range, LLL will be displayed. If a probe is reading temperatures above its temperature range, HHH will be displayed.

**Channel Description (model dependant):**
Channel one is internal temperature (all models.)
Channel two is humidity (on TX-5402-XX models.)
Channel two is the top probe port (on TX-5403-XX and TX-5404-XX models.)
Channel three is the bottom probe port (TX-5404-XX models).

**Battery Installation and Information:**
Replace batteries when LOW BATT is displayed.
Unscrew and remove the battery cover. Replace batteries, noting the correct polarity. Replace battery cover, then tighten battery screw securely. Dispose of the old batteries appropriately. Replacing batteries will not require Wi-Fi settings to be reconfigured. Batteries should last approximately one year with default settings. Increasing display settings, temp check interval, and transmission interval rates may decrease battery life.

NODE can be permanently plugged into power using any standard USB-A to USB-C cable and 5-volt adapter (also included). NODE does not have a rechargeable battery and will not charge if plugged in.

**Temp Check Interval:**
Default set to 5 minutes, can be adjusted through ThermoWorks App and Cloud. Instrument will check the temperature at the specified interval, update the display with the current readings, and check the alarm status. Decreasing the time between checks may decrease battery life.

**Transmission Interval Rate:**
Default set to 30 minutes, can be adjusted through ThermoWorks App and Cloud. This is the interval rate that the instrument will send all stored data to ThermoWorks App and Cloud. If an alarm is triggered on the Temp Check Interval, a transmission is triggered immediately. Decreasing the time between intervals may decrease battery life.

---

**Optional Pro-Series® Probes & Accessories**

**High Temp Straight Penetration Probe, 4.5’’**
Included with Square DOT, the durable High Temp Straight Penetration Probe delivers better accuracy, faster readings and a wider temperature range than probes sold with “low-cost” houseware temperature alarms. Model #TX-1004X-SP

**Needle Probe**
Excellent choice for cooking thick, or thin portions. Also, ideal for monitoring the internal temperature of food during Sous Vide cooking. Needle probe delivers Super-Fast® 2-second response. Fully submersible. Model #TX-1002X-NP

**High Temp 12’’ Probe**
Great for larger cuts of meat, or deep insertion into soup urns, or hot holding tanks. Durable, fast and accurate. Model #TX-1005X-12

**High Temp Cooking Probe**
The durable High Temp Cooking Probe is more accurate, delivers faster readings and has a wider temperature range than other probes sold with “low-cost” houseware temperature alarms. The “L” shape allows for easy insertion and removal. Model #TX-1001X-OP

**High Temp Air Probe & Grate Clip**
Included with Square DOT. Ideal for monitoring the ambient temperatures in the oven or smoker. With the included grate clip, monitor ambient temperatures inches away from where your food is actually cooking. Model #TX-1003X-AP

**Metal Mounting Plate**
Add the mounting plate using its adhesive backing or its pre-drilled screw holes. Model #TX-1016X-IP

**Replacement Bracket**
Replacement bracket for NODE. Multi-use wall bracket for wall mounting. Bracket can be mounted with screws or with magnetic backing. Model #TX-5003X-NB-XX

Pro-Series Probes available at www.thermoworks.com/node
**Action Messages:**
- NEED SETUP - Instrument has not been set up yet.
- SETUP MODE - Paired and ready to add to an account.
- SEND DATA - Pressing SEND button to send data currently in NODE.
- UPDATING - Firmware updating.
- DISABLED - All channels are disabled.
- LOW BATT - Batteries are low and need to be replaced.

**Failure Messages:**
- PAIR FAIL - Pairing failed. Please try again.
- WIFI FAIL - Unable to connect to Wi-Fi. Please try again.
- CLOUDFAIL - Unable to connect to ThermoWorks services. Please try again.
- UPDATEFAIL - Firmware update failed. Please try again.

**Cautions for Ambient Pro-Series® Probes:**
- Do not use in oven or for cooking.
- The cable can be closed in a refrigerator or freezer door.
- Do not pull on the cable. Use the molded mini-handle.
- The cable will withstand temperatures up to 158°F.
- Clean probe by wiping with damp cloth and kitchen cleaner. Can be immersed but do not clean in a dishwasher.
- Avoid repeated kinking or twisting of the probe cable which can break wires.
- With care, the probe should last a long time. Eventually, you may need to replace it. Affordable replacements are available. Use only with ThermoWorks Pro-Series Probes.

Go to www.thermoworks.com/node for additional product information and more tips for use.

**Cable Should Avoid:**
- Flames
- Immersion
- Racks
- Coals
- Elements
- Kinks

Damage from the above voids probe warranty.